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Artist Statement

In my work I am fascinated with marrying geometric forms with our perceptions of space and the cosmos, I am driven by 

my practice of making playful, brightly coloured kinetic sculptures and spatial installations in an intuitive creative process. I 

find with my practice it is important to embrace a childlike wonder in the way we see things as it allows us as an audience to 

enjoy the the simplicity of the visual stimuli of the things we see, allowing our imagination to drift and draw its own 

connections between what we see and how we relate objects as constellations of imagery. To trigger association between my material 

and subject I often work with repetitive associative forms. I learn through repetition, and so by using recurring forms in my work 

I can work through an idea or a concept; as children we are shown picture cards over and over until we can name the shapes and 

patterns. My work applies this method in association by repetitive imagery. I incorporate this ethos in constructing my 

kaleidoscopic constellations; exploring celestial matter and the impressions they create - playing with light, colour and the 

balance of fluidity/rigidity of the forms of objects.

With my art I am interested in engaging in ways of seeing and viewing perspectives in relation to the stars, whilst 

maintaining an element of chance in the physical generation of my work through material experimentation and installation. In my 

work I explore the visual language of astronomy and ways of seeing (investigating perceived vs real matter), drawing inspiration

from early astronomical maps and illustrations to create my colourful configurations. With my artistic practice I seek to 

challenge the pre-existing ideas of stars as distant, static monochromatic objects, by developing my vibrant, tangible evolving 

organic body of work of “celestial detritus”.



Celestial Detritus 1.0
Tissue paper, acetate, 
acrylic, spray paint, 
nylon thread, card 
board, gaffer tape.
135 x 247 x 203 cm



Celestial Detritus 
3.0
Glitter, neon 
acrylic, gaffer tape, 
nylon thread, spray 
paint, cardboard.



Fluorescent acrylic stellated 
“stars”



Working in lockdown:

Experiments to find new ways to create 
an environment of awe and wonder in 
lockdown.

Using my neon acrylic sculptures to 
experiment with projections across the 
walls of my bedroom using coloured 
lights.

https://vimeo.com/421056598



Installation shot at home 
from Squishy Cosmos
series. 
Tulle, tissue paper, 
acrylic, nylon thread, 
rubber bands, plastic 
straws.



Untitled [constellation 
configuration No. 25]
Experimentation with light

Perspex, acetate, cellophane, 
glass paint
13 x 9 x 14 cm
studio, ECA
2019



Squishy pointy cosmic detritus
Tulle, neon acrylic.
204 x 107 x 98 cm



Cardboard, spray paint, gaffer tape, 
tissue paper, acrylic, nylon thread.



Big Star, Little Star
Glitter, neon spray paint, 
cardboard.
152 x 152 x 152 cm
Sculpture Court, ECA
March 2020



Cellophane, cardboard, spray paint, 
gaffer tape, tissue paper, acrylic, 
nylon thread.



Untitled [constellation configuration No.11 ]

Acetate
23 x 16 x 11 cm
Photography Studio, ECA
2019



Experiments with the 
reflective qualities of 
neon acrylic

NB: work intended to be 
suspended but due to 
lockdown had no 
facility to do so.



Construction 
and arrangement 
of neon acrylic 
in natural 
light.



Cardboard, spray paint, gaffer tape, 
tissue paper, acrylic, nylon thread.



Cellophane, cardboard, spray paint, 
gaffer tape, tissue paper, acrylic, 
nylon thread.



Experiments with coloured lighting 
in white space.



Experiment  combining bed and 
kinetic sculpture elements. 
Tissue paper, cardboard, 
spray paint, acrylic, gaffer 
tape

https://vimeo.com/421412288



Using coloured cellophane over my 
phone camera to test out coloured 
lighting. 

https://vimeo.com/421417461



Material testing for cosmic detritus;
Tissue paper, cellophane, acrylic, cardboard, 
spray paint, acetate, nylon thread.

https://vimeo.com/421368639



Experimental work with neon tulle to create 
looser, fluid forms, combined with small scale 
stellated pieces made from cardboard with 
glitter and spray paint.



Experimental work with neon tulle to 
create looser, fluid forms, combined 
with small scale stellated pieces made 
from cardboard with glitter and spray 
paint.



Untitled 
UV lights, neon netting, neon 
acrylic.



Green spotlights Pink spotlightsPink and green 
spotlights

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIGHTING

https://vimeo.com/421160063



My practice is concerned with exploring ways of seeing and viewing perspectives in 

relation to stars and the cosmos, marrying my fascination with geometric forms with perceptions of 

celestial matter. For my degree show, I proposed to make a large scale vividly coloured spatial 

kinetic sculpture, made of separate spinning “stars” suspended individually from the ceiling with 

clear fishing line and slow spinning motors so that the piece is constantly changing. Depending on 

where and when you stand in the space, you would see a different constellation configuration. As 

the component sculptures slowly spin in the dark space, coloured spot lights would illuminate the 

work from different points, and the different materials would reflect (neon acrylic and glitter) 

and absorb (spray paint, textile) the light, casting different silhouettes and revealing new 

perceptions of the work. My unique colour palette and composition would allow new ways of seeing in 

respect to the cosmos, not as distant static, monochromatic sprinkling of light or digitally 

fabricated photos, but as tangible, textured objects present within the space that we occupy; an 

organic fluid body of celestial detritus. To gaze up at my spinning, chaotic neon ensemble is 

designed to bring thoughts of kaleidoscopes and glow-in-the-dark ceiling stickers from childhood, 

reminding the audience of an age where the world appeared so big and wonder and joy was brought 

from simple fascinations of the natural world.



Small scale version of 
degree show work lit 
with pink spotlights in 
a dark space (C.04)



Early tester on a 
smaller scale for final 
degree show piece

Glitter, nylon thread, 
spray paint, cardboard, 
tissue paper.

Video sample showing how the 
component elements of my 
piece will spin:
https://vimeo.com/413771040



Images of maquette of degree show 
installation in dark space (C.04), using 
two coloured lights to illuminate and cast 
shadows. Please note that my proposed work 
uses neon acrylic, however due to lockdown 
I did not have access to materials to make 
smaller neon acrylic versions for 
maquette.

Video demonstrating movement of proposed degree show work:
https://vimeo.com/419892196



Projections using coloured 
lights and acrylic stellated 
sculptural elements.

https://vimeo.com/421052739

https://vimeo.com/419897770


